Abstract
Introduction
Augmented Reality [1] has been one of the most fascinating areas research in recent times. Augmented reality enables virtual objects to render in a live scene which can then be moved and controlled by the user.
Gael Gordon [2] has shown how stereo and depth data can be effectively used for more realistic augmented reality experience.
When a composite scene is to be constructed with real and virtual content, handling the occlusion becomes very important. In the case of a film, such an occlusion can be handled offline in a studio and the objects can be rendered carefully in an offline environment. However, in the case of augmented reality, virtual as well as real objects are to be handled online [3] .
In an augmented reality that renders users into an artificially constructed scene and controls certain object based on user movement and gestures, segmenting user from the background is an essential step. Jonathan Ventura [3] and Wang [4] emphasize on background separation with depth data. Wang's method uses a Time of Flight camera which has an IR sensor and RGB sensors acquiring simultaneous streams. These streams can then be projected to segment the user from the background. Ryan Crabb [5] also use Time of Flight (ToF) sensor based depth information to successfully achieve background separation. Enrique J [6] adopted the depth based information to propose a new technique for background separation with Microsoft Kinect technology. look better. However, most of the commercially available retouching software is limited to still images. We realized that there is a vacant area of research between image processing and augmented reality. We found no suitable literature and past works that have effectively used augmented user as virtual objects and allowed image filters on augmented users. Ammar Anuar [21] has suggested a very simple method of using OpenCV for applying some simple filters on live video frames. This has motivated us to develop next generation Augmented Reality system called Augmented World which is discussed in detail in following section.
Proposed Work

Problem Analysis
What if there was a system that allowed the users to be augmented in a synthetic scene through background separation and then allow the user to use photo retouching techniques on the segmented foreground object or the background scene? Then we can literally create an augmented reality experience where the user himself is the "virtual object".
Stylizing Augmented reality [22] is a fascinating new domain in Augmented reality. In this technique virtual objects are retouched with different image filters. Results of [23] show that retouching or changing the objects with suitable filters can enhance the user experience to a great deal. Jan Fischer [23] shows that using virtual objects creates aliasing effect in the rendered scene which can be reduced significantly through stylizing. Chien-Hsu Chen [24] has provided some basic filters that can be applied in an AR context. Thus, it is quite clear that real time image processing [21] can be applied over augmented scene [24] to get more realistic results. Kevin Dale et al. [25] has shown a way of replacing faces in real time video. This is a very interesting direction which suggests that if such "actor" based methods can be adopted in AR then we can have a more realistic AR scenario where even the user can be "Augmented" and stylized. We didn't find any such system in past literature.
Even though Augmented reality leverages certain features of background separation and gesture tracking, they are not used to develop a multimodal system. Therefore Augmented reality, multimodal UI, object stylization, photo retouching and background segmentation remain an isolated area of research. The proposed work uses the Intel RealSense™ SDK to offer an innovative solution to bridge these research areas into a single solution with the future direction of research in this area. Our contribution is presented in detail in contribution subsection.
Contribution
In this work we propose a novel Augmented Reality system where users can be augmented in a scene as Virtual object and common photo retouching filters like sharpening, smoothing, pencil sketch, gray conversion, sepia can be applied to the augmented user object. Our method uses APIs provided by Intel RealSense™ SDK [26] for live background segmentation. The method uses AForge. Net [27] and OpenCV [28] libraries to apply image processing techniques on live segmented user augmented over an artificial image. The work provides options through which user may choose to apply image transforms on either segmented frame or the live frame or on a static image. Transforms are provided with slider based parameter controls that allows user to change the effect of transformations. Our work also provides a multimodal next generation UI that can be used with touch, hand gesture and multi touch. The system allows users to take still images of the background or foreground transformed scene and also video recording of the scene. Video recording extends the applicability of the work from just an image processing application to puppetry and movie making tool which are discussed in detail in the result section.
The work contributes significantly towards developing the next generation UI that can be effectively controlled by hand movement through an innovative hand movement to the UI translation system called "Split Grid". The design of each component of the system, their challenges and the detailed technique are discussed in the Methodology section.
Methodology
Augmented world supports several utilities to create and generate amazing photo effects as well as videos with different image transform effects by incorporating various algorithms at different levels. We divide the work into following sections:
User Interface Design
UI Specification
The UI uses resizable three column layout common to most professional software and IDE which is shown in Figure 1 . 
Figure 1. UI Of the Proposed Work
Now a day's computer hardware comes with different display resolutions. Therefore the system must be able to adopt to display resolution. Rendering Panel is one where scenes are rendered. This is adjusted with left, right and bottom grid splitter.
Transform tools contains image transform tools that can be applied to segmented image, live stream or just the background image. Transform tool also contains options for applying transforms locally in an image.
The gallery contains the captured still images and retouched images. Operation stack is a list box that stores the thumbnail of all the images which are produced through various transforms that are applied to the image. A transform is applied to the result of the previous transform if the background is already retouched. User can select any intermediate result by selecting the thumbnail. When transform is applied to live stream or segmented user stream, only current transform is applied on the scene.
Utilities contains menu option for selecting Modes: Live, Segmented, Image. The modes are described in detail in Proto Effect Section. The image mixing panel contains options that help mixing two different images. Figure 2 shows the process of controlling UI elements by using hand movement.
Figure 2. Controlling UI with On-Air Hand movement
User can move his both hands in front of the camera to move to hand thumbnails, one on each side of the screen. RealSense™ SDK has a hand tracking mechanism. The SDK provides 3D coordinate data of both hands along with hand openness percentages. Depth stream has a resolution of 640x480 which is the basis for calculating hand coordinates. Thus the coordinate data is bound in a rectangle of 640x480. The challenge is to map this data over the entire screen.
Cristina Manresa [29] has proposed RGB based gesture detection. Primary gesture like hand close, move from left to right can be used as events and trigger UI action. Manresa [30] has also extended the work as Finger Mouse and shown how finger movement can be converted into mouse movement.
As Intel RealSense™ technology uses depth camera based hand tracking which enhances the tracking over the RGB image as has been already discussed in the Introduction section, analysis of some gesture driven systems are important. Zhou Ren [31] has used Microsoft Kinect to detect ten primary gestures.
Past works on Hand gesture based UI control [31, 32] rely on mapping the 2D hand coordinates to mouse position and synthesizing the "click" operation through certain gestures like a fist. The major problem with such a system is that users can use only one hand to control the cursor. When 640x480 coordinate of hand position is mapped over high resolution screen like 1900x1600, the movements become extremely jerky. In a single hand controlling mechanism, using a hand on the other side of UI is extremely difficult. For example, it is very difficult to position a cursor over the Menu panel through our right hand, but it is quite easy to do so for Assets panel. Similarly, it is very difficult to access the elements in the Assets panel through the left hand, but it is easy to use left hand to move a cursor over menu panel or preview panel. Hence it is a natural instinct of the user to try to use respective hands. We therefore introduce a novel mechanism called "Split Grid" for allowing efficient and easy UI control. As we allow the user to use both his hands for controlling UI and animation elements, we use two "Hand Markers" as a visual clue for the user to know where his hands are pointing at the screen.
Hand Markers
At the beginning, we segment and resize hand part from 3D data and store corresponding binary thumbnail images from both the hands at different openness percentage.
We keep the images into two thumbnail arrays called leftMarker and rightMarker. Six images par hand taken at openness separated by 20% i.e. ( 0,20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%) are stored in an array. For every frame from the camera we process, we first find number of hands being detected and then loop through every hand. For each hand, we check the distance (normalized z) of hand from the camera. If the distance is less than 0.45 meters, then we render the marker depending upon the openness of the specific hand. Two hand markers can be seen on either side of the UI in figure 2 shown by arrow.
Split Grid
The fundamental objective this method is to conceive the space between the user and the camera into a virtual cube of equally space grid and then map the hand position in different grids to 2D screen with different resolution. The Split Grid for the proposed work is shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3. 2D Split Grid for the Proposed Work
The Grid is 2D. We consider normalized Z=0. 45 as the distance from the camera at which the Grid will be active. noMenus defines number of menu items. Each menu button is of height h. While selecting the menus, left hand needs no x-axis movement. Thus, if the hand position is less than (160, 240), left hand marker is set at position in the screen over the menu object given by
menuNumber=int(240/noMenus)
If the left hand position in x axis is less than 160 and the y axis is between 240 to 300, the left hand marker is set over the Preview panel.
Right to menu panel is another panel that holds the gallery list box. The width of this panel is adjustable. Therefore the number of columns of the list box differ. User needs to select a particular list item. Thus, rather than resolving the movement into positional data, we find out row=int(480/lsRows) and col=int(x-160)/lsCols. Now if the left hand xposition is between 160 and 240, the absolute position from 80 pixels resolves to column number and the y position is resolved into row number. The left hand marker is moved to specific list element image at calculated {row, col}.
The central rectangle specified by diagonal coordinates ((240, 0), (420, 380)) is the location of the scene where the augmented scene is rendered. Users can use both hands to manipulate menu items. Therefore, we permit both left hand as well as the right hand locations to position the respective markers. Rx=WIDTH*(rx)/520
Ry=HEIGHT*ry/380
Where WIDTH, HEIGHT is actual screen width and height of the augmented reality image object, (Rx, Ry) and (Lx, Ly) are right and left hand marker positions on the screen and (rx, ry),(lx, ly) are the left and right hand position returned by the SDK.
Bottom operation list box has a number of image thumbnails which are generated through consecutive operations. Number of items in the list box increase with the number of operations. As the list box is located almost near the center of the grid, the user may use either hand. Note as the list box has a single row, user need no y movement in this area. Thus if either of the hand is below 380, then their respective x axis position is used to calculate the item index on which the respective hand marker must be set.
Therefore the Split Grid concept can be used for any GUI depending upon the UI layout and different areas of the UI can be accessed and used independently depending upon their property.
Click Event
User can move the hand markers by keeping the hand open. He can select any list item or a menu by synthesizing the click even through hand closing. It is observed that when a user wants to close the hand, the position is invariably displaced. Therefore the proposed work translates hand position to hand marker position when the hand is opened more than 80% and synthesizes the close event when the openness falls below 20%. Therefore the displacement at the time of closing the fist is translated into the marker position which allows the user to select the item in a more controlled way.
It is very difficult for the user using hand movement to control the UI to control the marker without any visual clue. Due to the fact that the marker position is obtained through integer translation of the actual position over only 640x480 plane. Thus the motion is less noisy. Hence we offer visual clue to the user. When the hand is over a menu, the menu background changes, when the hand marker is over the preview panel. When a user opts for the click event, selected menu's background is changed. Figure 4 demonstrates the hand postures for moving over the menu and selecting the item. Complete hand tracking and mapping 3D hand coordinates to hand marker is presented in algorithm is presented in Table 1 .
Figure 4. Navigation and Selection of UI Elements
Rendering Modes
The work supports three rendering modes: Live, Segmented and Image. In Live mode the RGB stream of the camera is rendered.
In the Segmented mode, background segmented user stream is rendered against a static image background.
In Image mode, only the background image is displayed. Therefore, users can perform pure image processing operations in the image mode.
In all the modes hand markers are active which allows users to control all UI elements in all the modes. Image mode is helpful when the system is used for photo retouching or image mixing. Segmentation mode is used for augmenting user against a background. This can be used for capturing user's photo against a desirable background or for video recording. The user may also use different transforms into both foreground and background to change the visual of the scene. These transforms are discussed in detail in the next subsection. Rendering under different user modes as shown in Figure 5 . 
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In the next subsection we discuss about various transforms and effects that can be applied on these different rendered scenes. These modes can be selected by selecting respective menus from the utility panel as can be seen in Figure 4 .
The rendering process is depicted by Figure 6 .
Figure 6. Block Diagram of Rendering Process
It is clear that Live scene frames are obtained from the RGB sensor and segmented frames are obtained by combining RGB stream with depth strum through projection APIs provided by the system. Rendering manager combines this scene with a background image (if provided) in the segmentation mode. Mouse marker images are rendered over the augmented streams by positioning the hand marker into a position returned by hand tracking system of the SDK.
Image Transform
Augmented World is a bridge between Stylized Augmented Reality and Image processing. Rather than rendering artificial objects on the screen and controlling them through gesture, we propose technique to apply stylizing directly in the segmented user stream. The methods are extended to both background as well as the live stream so as to extend the application of the proposed work to image retouching and video recording with live effects. We have used Aforge.Net library for implementing these options. Complete details of the methods, their explanation and API reference can be found in [27] .
The objective of the work is to adopt the existing filter to create an immersive and intuitive user experience. Hence we shall focus on adaptation details of the filter by the system rather than elaborating the details of the transform tools as they are quite common and elementary image processing context.
Block diagram of applying transform tool over different streams as well as on the background is shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 7. Image Transform Block Diagram
There are two ways on which transforms are applied: Foreground and background that can be selected from option switch in selection panel.
In live mode, transforms are always applied on the live scene. In Segmentation mode, transform can be applied to background image or to segmented stream by selecting foreground transform.
Most of the Stylized Augmented reality works focuses on artificial object being stylized. We realized that by extending the option to even background the application of the work could be extended to image processing app. Therefore this two individual ways of applying transform is provided.
When the transform is applied to background the result is saved temporarily and it's thumbnail is put in Operation Stack list box. User can at any instance select a previous image from this list. When a new image is selected from the gallery, this list is deleted and a new list is created with just selected image as the first image in the stack.
Global Transform
In background processing two modes of operations are supported: Global and Local. i.e., The user can apply a transform globally over entire background image or part of the image which is defined by a mask. User can select a homogeneous area on the image as mask just by double tapping on an area of an image or by hand close gesture on the area It can be seen from Figure 10 that by stylizing the foreground and background with different filters, wonderful effects can be generated which can be used to record effective short movies for spreading social messages or simple advertisement campaign so on.
We have already discussed how the proposed work extends the image processing capabilities of the system by providing a method for applying the transforms locally. Following subsection describes the concept of local transform of the image.
Local Transform
One of the most important aspect of the system is its ability to support local operation. The filter can be applied either on entire image or over certain areas of the image. A subset region over which a transform or filter can be applied is called a mask area.
A mask can be selected by quick region selection tool. Quick region selection is one of the most innovative technique for quickly applying transform over an area. User can quickly select an area of the image by double tapping on that area or by synthesizing click even through hand close on a particular region. Double tapping click event will return the pixel {x, y} where the event was triggered. Fast flood fill algorithm [33] finds out all the pixels in it's neighborhood whose pixel values are similar and generates a mask containing all these pixels set to 1 and every other pixel on the image set to zero.
Mask image is a binary image with 1 in the pixels in the selected area and 0 otherwise. The Algorithm is presented in Table 2 . Just like the global application of filter, locally applied filters also can be stacked and the operation results can be cascaded.
Let M be the mask, IR is the image produced from I using any generic transform T such that : IR= T(I) Then IRM= I* !M +IR *M IRM is the result of image processing operation T applied locally to image I.
Once a user chooses to delete the mask whose thumbnail is displayed at the time of the local operation, operation mode becomes global. Figure 11 demonstrates the process of selecting mask area over an image and then apply the transform to the region bounded by the mask.
Figure 11. Locally Applying Transforms
Top: Selecting mask with hand, Bottom: opaque glass effect applied locally.
Image Mixing
One of the most interesting features of the proposed system is its ease to produce images by using texture transfer. It is observed that by applying the texture of grass, rose, water etc to any image enhances an image's aesthetic beauty to multifold. Texture transfer is performed by simple addition and XOR operation on two images namely source and overlay. An image mixing algorithm is presented in Table 3 .
IA=I1+I2%255 IO=I1 XOR I2
IA and IO are added and overlaid images generated from two image I1 and I2.
Table 3. Image Mixing Algorithm
Proposed system supports all transforms to be used in conjunction. i.e., Local filter can be applied to IA and then that can be used for texture transfer image I1.
Texture transfer can be applied to the result of a transform or the result of texture transfer can be transformed. Figure 12 shows image mixing process. Mixing operation is allowed only over a pair of background images. Background transforms are allowed in both Segmentation as well as in Image mode. This extends the capabilities of the system and enables the users to use the transforms even while recording a movie.
Results and Discussion
We wanted to test the Augmented Reality as well as photo editing features. We divide the evaluation in two distinct tests: Augmented Reality use case, Photo Editing use case. Following are the category of the users volunteered for the test.
Participants
Once the system was developed we wanted to conduct a usability test across different user groups. We also study the usage by users with formal training in photo editing and users without any such formal training.
Ten second year students from Government Fine Art college were invited under "Artist" category of users. These artists were more trained in physical brush photos and had not had any formal training on Photoshop.
Ten final year Computer Science diploma students from HKE Polytechnic college were invited to test the system under "Armature" category.
We also invited five professional Photoshop artists from Ants school of animation. Their test were studied under "Photoshop Artist" category.
Ten school students from Kendriya Vidyalaya studying in class IX volunteered to test the system under "Kids" category.
Artists, Armatures, Photoshop Artists and Kids took independent tests. Their usability study is presented below.
Details of the apparatus and the nature of test is described in detail in subsequent subsections.
Apparatus
One, Lenovo All in One devices with Intel 4th generation i5Core with 8GB RAM running Windows 8.1 operating system was used for the tests. Intel RealSense™ SDK was installed in the devices. RealSense™ camera was provided with test machine. We had setup the system in HKE college computer science laboratory, Government Fine Arts College and Kendriya Vidyalaya for two days each with appropriate permission from the authorities to allow the student's to take the test on weekends. Photoshop Artists took the test in their own system.
Procedure
We asked all the groups other than Photoshop artists to create image effects using proposed system with a rose image. We also asked Photoshop artists to create different effects with Photoshop tool. Participants in proposed system were given a formal training jointly for two hours in Government Arts college. Then each participants were allowed to have a hands on with the system for one hours. Our aim was to evaluate how many effects can participants generate in a stipulated time. As the proposed work is meant for beginner level photo effects, we had not invited any professionals to evaluate the photo quality.
Further we asked the participants to use live capture feature and come up with different photo effects. Professional Photoshop artists were allowed to use any photo capturing app they wished to capture live photos. Figure 13 shows the comparative images generated by professional artists in Photoshop and generated through our work.
It can be seen from the figure that effects generated by the proposed work were at par with the similar effects being generated through Photoshop. Photoshop has several times more option than the proposed work, but even the kids found the proposed work easy to work with. In Photoshop effects, central exposure to objects was more where as in the proposed system the exposure is distributed over the entire image. We had allocated 30 minutes of time to each participants to generate as many photo effects as they could from proposed work. Photoshop artists were also allowed to use Photoshop for same interval to generate as many effects as they could. We observed that Photoshop needed more time in producing images in comparison to proposed work. One of the reasons for this is that the proposed work has a much simpler workflow than Photoshop. Images produced by Photoshop were much more professional than the proposed work. However the fact that even kids could love and produce so many images gives proposed work a distinct edge over Photoshop. It also proved the usability.
Usability Tests
Test Results
Artists were found to be more thoughtful while creating the photos. They were found to use more filters and blending for generating each photo.
In our next test we asked participants to work with their photo and decorate. It was observed that Photoshop took immense effort for carefully removing the background using lasso tool, whereas users of the proposed system could generate many more images with cool effects. The result is shown in Table 5 .
Category
Photos The clear advantage of the proposed system in real time scenario over Photoshop can be seen in Table 7 . It was observed that due to automatic segmentation users for proposed system could use many different photos and frames. Offline production of segmented photos needed more efforts even by professional Artists. Figure 14 , Figure 15 Shows the performance of the system for more than one user. It can be clearly seen in Figure 15 that the segmentation of the system also performs well for multiple users. Segmented images can be further retouched with different blending and cascaded filters. However Figure 14 shows that some part of the upper head was not segmented properly. A Kid and an adult in a frame created a different depth profile which resulted in bad segmentation.
Performance Analysis
We divided each testing category group into group of two. One group was provided with multi-modal version of the app and the other with plain mouse driven UI. Table 1 presents the access log data. Table 6 revealed some surprising facts that professional artists who work with photoshop still prefers mouse and keyboard. They used touch or hand gesture very less even when the option was available.
User Engagement
We observed that artists and armatures were far more attracted to produce new images and changing the texture of the images. They enjoyed saving images and viewing it again more than Photoshop user.
In all the cases multimodal design was found to be more engaging. Users, who were given the multimodal version of the software with hand, touch, mouse, voice input option were found to be working with the software for far longer period of time in comparison to users who used mouse driven interface.
System Resource Utilization
Different user group's data was aggregated for Resource Utilization test. Test included logging CPU utilization, memory utilization and Frame rate for different criteria which is presented in Table 7 . Table 7 provides a very important input about the performance of the system. It is clear from the table that Intel Perceptual techniques are not tuned to minimize resource utilization. Background segmentation process was observed to be very resource intensive. Another fact that was observed was that prolonged rendering of background segmented data generated immense heat which also lead to quick battery drainage.
Effect of Image Size on the Performance
Large images requires more time for operations to be completed. Bigger the size, longer it takes for any masked operation to be completed. In an environment which also supports video recording and rendering of frames in the screen, a reasonable frame rate and audio visual synchronization was one of the most essential part of the design.
It was important to design techniques that could support parallelism and that could be completed in less amount of time.
In order to meet the time and speed constraint as mentioned above, we developed our own fast and parallel implementation of every technique. In this approach we replaced every inner for loop in generic two for loop processing blocks with Parallel.For. Thus methods attained highest degree of parallelism. It can be seen from the table that actual time taken by image processing algorithms to alter images of digital cameras takes much higher time than smaller images. But frame rate provides interesting insight about the performance of the proposed system. We can see that the frame rate does not change significantly depending upon image size. This is because all the techniques are applied in the background and only after image is ready, it is rendered in the front panel. Also CPU utilization is almost consistent due to use of parallel for loop. Parallel processing in .Net does not block CPU resources. Hence performance of algorithms is supreme if they are implemented with parallel programming.
It was also observed that size of image or number of image in operation stack did not affect the performance by great extend. Operation Stack is a panel where only thumbnail of a result is displayed. Original result is saved as metadata with parameter info. The System stores only this metadata. Whenever any image from the stack is selected, the operation represented by the thumbnail is performed and image is reproduced. If there are many operation before the current one then the operations are performed one after the other on the result of previous operation.
Conclusion
Image processing and Image editing tools and software are popular applications in today's consumer centric App environment. Even though several photo effect apps are present in different app stores, new applications are often developed to overcome shortcomings of the existing software. Professional software like Photoshop and paint remains popular photo editing options.
However, with the introduction of Intel Ultrabook Platform, touch PCs have become new and fashionable "must have" devices. Such multi touch Ultrabooks have different form factor and can be veru intuitive if the applications are written that suits the platform.
Intel's Perceptual Computing SDK has revolutionized human computer interaction. Though Microsoft's Kinect is a popular platform for gaming based on gesture interaction, close range gesture supported systems were required for the technology to be used in personal computing.
One of the biggest challenge for application developers is the difficulty to incorporate various modalities in a natural way. Developing software that supports touch, sensors, hand and head gestures, voice recognition provides a great platform but it also throws immense challenges before the developer.
Augmented World is developed as a proof of concept and case study for multi modal image application. We tailor-made several techniques and gestures for the user to be leaving the system. We carried out extensive study among different user groups to come to the conclusion that the multimodal platform with modern metro style design that supports gesture and voice has a great potential to engage new users and to get then glued to the system. The proposed method is not only path breaking in its design and integration of multi modality into a complex processing system, it also presents a workflow for great image editing experience. Stack based processing, touch and gesture based quick region selection, combining local and global image operations, augmentation of background removed image with synthetic background image, ability to record screen operations with audio, face close up are some of the novel and unique operations for an Image editing platform.
Various, mixed and texture transferred images produced by proposed system can compete with most popular photo editing apps.
One of the drawback observed during the evaluation of the system is SDK's high resource consumption for few operations. But with the newer and better depth camera and improvement in firmware and software, the proposed system can be made more
